Nonlinear delay oscillators in optics have been first intensively studied in the context of chaos and nonlinear dynamics theory in the early 80s. Ten years later, they have been independently and nearly simultaneously explored in the context of two antagonistic applications: one is concerned by broadband spread spectrum optical chaos communications and the other dealt with ultra high spectral purity microwave oscillations. We report here on recent surprising results obtained while developing nonlinear dynamical stability analysis for each application, and considering the relevant quantitative differences between the two configurations of the same oscillator architectures.
INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear delay dynamics have been succesfully investigated in various areas of science, on many observed complex dynamics: predator-pray ecosystems, blood cell production mechanisms, rotating cutting machines, satellites distant control, etc. Also in optics they have been first observed in the context of semiconductor laser subjected to external optical feedback [1] , which involves both the laser nonlinear rate equations (nonlinear coupling between the inversion population density and the complex envelope of the optical electric field energy), and a (large) delay feedback effect through the back and forth travelling of the optical field via an external mirror.
A few years later, another kind of delay dynamical system appeared in optics, with the precursor work of Ikeda [2] . This second setup generates an intensity dynamics at the output of a ring cavity containing a two level atomic cell, the cavity being seeded by a CW laser beam.
Whereas the first setup in optics is characterized by an initial oscillator (the laser) subjected to a self delayed feedback light beam, the second is more simply related to a first order linear filtering process (derivating from the Kerr-response time of the atomic cell τ ), driven by its own delayed nonlinear feedback through a function f [y] . Moreover, the nonlinearity f [.] is performed by a two-wave interference modulation transfer function (MTF) at the input of the cavity, which interference condition is determined by the Kerr modulation due to the T −delayed interference intensity level in the cavity.
Due to practical difficulties for generating large phase modulation (>π or even 2π) with the Kerr effect, the Ikeda ring cavity stayed essentially a brain experiment. In order to observe the rich and fascinating Ikeda ring cavity dynamical instabilities, alternate experiments based on the same physical principles have been developed. Those experiments were involving more flexible and more controlable optoelectronic devices, e.g. Pockell cells or integrated optics Mach-Zehnder (MZ) modulator [3] [4] [5] ) for the tuning of the intensity interference condition f [y]. In the same vein, our group in France developed various optoelectronic version of the Ikeda setup, while investigating a new application on chaos cryptography [6, 7] . The setups are allowing for a highly nonlinear dynamics, thus leading to high complexity chaos, that is suspected to be well suited for the security of chaos based communications [8] [9] [10] .
Nearly at the same time and independently, a group in the United States of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, reported their first experiments on fiber delay line optoelectronic oscillators (OEOs) [11] . This ultra low phase noise optoelectronic microwave oscillator was constructed on the basis of the same architecture than the one from Neyer and Voges [4] 10 years earlier. Neyer and Voges' goal was indeed very different, since they indeed intended to perform the first integrated optics trial for an efficient Ikeda-like nonlinear delay dynamics (bistable oscillator with delay). From the physics and dynamical system point of view, the main difference between the two setups was relying on the fact that the dynamical process was ruled by a narrow band filter and a nearly linear delayed optoelectronic feedback, instead of a broad band strongly nonlinear optoelectronic feedback (equivalent to the fast and broadband filtering effect issued from the Kerr medium response time in the Ikeda setup). The nonlinear feedback was however principally the same for both approaches, resulting from a two wave interference MTF. Due to the very different goals and approaches (high spectral purity microwave oscillator for one side, and potentially broadband chaos generator for the other side), no unifying approach in terms of dynamical instabilities has been proposed. Through our interest for both situations (the high spectral purity case, and the broadband chaos generator), we will report on the differences and similarities of the two applicative goals, underlining also some practical principle of operation, and performances. The reported results are supported by experiments, analytics, and simulations. Figure 1a represents the electro-optic architecture used in the two contexts, broadband chaos for high speed optical communications, and high spectral purity microwave oscillators. The setup is here described in the case of broadband chaos generation. It consists of a laser diode emitting a CW light at the telecom wavelength 1550 nm, and seeding an integrated optics high speed LiNbO 3 (MZ) modulator. The optical output is splitted into 2 beams using a fiber coupler, one is for transmission or monitoring, and the other serves as a feedback signal. This feedback, after being delayed optically (a few meters of fibers i.e., 40 ns approx.), is converted into an electrical signal with a fast amplified telecom photodiode. The latter signal is finally amplified by a broadband RF driver before being fed back onto the MZ electrodes. To allow for nonlinear operation, the voltage swing capability of the driver should be large with respect to the constructive to destructive input voltage (called V π ) required by the electro-optic MZ interferometer. Such modern electronic telecom devices with more than 10 GHz bandwidth, lead however to a new experimental situation with respect to the Ikeda model: broadband RF amplifier are necessarily bandpass filters (and not low pass), and hence of the same kind than the narrowband case of high spectral purity microwave OEOs. Thus, the dynamics of the broadband chaos generator has to be phenomenologically modelled by an integro-differential delay equation (Eq. (2.1)), as it is also the case for the OEO (with however a resonant bandpass filtering).
ELECTRO-OPTIC DELAY OSCILLATOR FOR CHAOS
where y(t) represents physically the input voltage of the MZ modulator, f [y] corresponds to the output optical intensity, β is a normalized gain for oscillation loop, and θ, τ are the characteristic times attached to low and high cut-off of the linear filter limiting the dynamical behavior. Although broadband chaos can be obtained and exploited for chaos communication applications, numerous new dynamical regimes were observed [12] . The general shape of a typical bifurcation diagram for the electro-optic chaos generator is depicted in Figure 1b , when the feedback gain (horizontal axis) is tuned through the laser CW intensity, from 0 to the highest possible one with respect to electronic saturation; the vertical axis scales the amplitude of the experimental electrical variable (the MZ drive voltage), which is color encoded to represent its probability density distribution for a given dynamical regime (for fixed experimental parameters, thus for a fixed horizontal position of the diagram). The left part of the diagram remains the period-doubling route to chaos of standard Ikeda-like delay dynamics. The right part of the diagram still exhibits a noisy and nearly Gaussian PDF chaotic regime, that is useful for chaos communication purposes.
HIGH SPEED OPTICAL CHAOS COMMUNICATIONS
The large chaotic optical intensity can be used to hide a conventional binary optical signal on a fiber transmission line. In order to allow for the recovery of the chaotic masking of the message, several chaos synchronization schemes have been developed since the precursor work of Pecora and Carroll [8] . The one we used in our experiments [10, 15] was first reported by Volkovskii and Rulkov [13] , and consists in a self-sycnhronizing scheme, also called sometimes open loop scheme, or chaos replication scheme. Its practical implementation in terms of emitter and receiver based on the chaos generator in Figure 1a , is depicted in Figure 2a . The message insertion is performed all-optically with a 50/50 fiber coupler; it participates to, and thus perturbs the chaotic oscillation. The receiver is designed according to two branches: a direct detection of the chaos+message signal, and a replicated nonlinear delay dynamical process intended to regenerate locally the chaotic oscillation useful for the chaos cancellation, and thus the message recovery. Figure 2b illustrates the encoding and decoding capability of the system with a real digital message, consisting of a 3 Gb/s pseudo random bit sequence (the left signal). The encoded signal (central trace) does not reveal any zero or one level, whereas the decoded signal (right trace) shows the possible recovery of the binary data.
MICROWAVE OSCILLATOR
As already underlined in the introduction, the same electro-optic nonlinear delay oscillator (Fig. 1a) has been also explored for radically opposite goals compared to chaos generation i.e., high spectral purity microwave oscillators at 10 GHz and above.
Spectral purity with fiber delay line
To achieve such an antagonist operation, mainly two physical parameters need to be adjusted. The bandwidth has to be very narrow (typ. 20 MHz around 10 GHz, thus 1000 times less than for the broadband chaos generators), to limit the possible ocillating frequencies to a very few delay modes; thus, at first sight, any nonlinearly generated hamonic (through the nonlinear MTF of the MZ) will be definitely rejected outside the oscillator bandwidth. And second, the delay line has to fill the role of the very long time energy storing element (high Q−factor), which role is usually fufilled by the resonator in conventional high purity oscillators (but notice that resonators are frequency selective, whereas the fiber is not). Typical fiber lengths of 4 km are concerned (1000 times more than for chaos generators). Under such operating condition, OEO exhibit extremely low phase noise pure oscillations at typ. 10 GHz (see experimental phase noise spectral density in Figure 3a : −150 dBrad 2 /Hz at 20 kHz from the carrier is 1 to 2 decades better than commercial state of the art). According to the in-phase sensitivity of the long delay line, a quality factor can be defined as
( 50 000 at 10 GHz and with 4 km of fiber). For a fixed delay, Q increases linearly with the oscillating frequency, thus revealing the particular interest for OEO at high frequencies. 
Nonlinear delay amplitude instability
A closer look at the dynamical properties of the OEO, reveals its fundamental multimode nature: the mode spacing between 2 delay modes, is 50 kHz, which allows for more than 1000 modes within the −3 dB bandwidth of the "narrow" filter. From a nonlinear dynamics point of view, the pure tone oscillation should be mainly the consequence of a small feedback gain, but OEOs should exhibit potentially significant instabilities. Deriving an slow envelop dynamic for the microwave oscillation, leads to the following complex delay differential equation: . A standard stability analysis can then be performed on the complex microwave envelop dynamic, following for example the results in [17] . A super-critical Hopf bifurcation of the envelope is analytically derived, and its experimental demonstration is shown in Figure 3b : the centered spectra (upper) and the time traces (lower) are represented before, slightly after, and after, the bifurcation point; they reveal the rising of a slow amplitude modulation with a period 2T onto the fast microwave oscillation. This first experimental observation shows a very good quantitative agreement with the prediction given by equation (4.1) [18] .
CONCLUSION
We have reported on two different configurations of the same generic nonlinear delay dynamics, one generating broadband chaos for application to optical chaos communications, and another one being capable of high spectral purity for microwave oscillations. Successful high speed message transmission was demonstrated with the highly nonlinear chaotic waveform, whereas very low phase noise oscillations were also reported for the microwave oscillator setup. It was however demonstrated that the highly stable oscillator could also be subjected to bifurcation phenomena of its microwave amplitude. The resulting bifurcation mechanism was shown to be of the same kind than the first Ikeda instabilities, but acting on the slow envelope dynamics instead of the fast microwave dynamics. Work is in progress to find dynamical architectures which are able to exploit non linearities in order to whether improve chaos complexity, or enhance stability and the spectral purity.
